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About This Game

Plunder ghost ships for cursed treasure! Battle the Crown Navy, sea monsters, and other bloodthirsty pirates on a quest to rival
the Pirate King himself!

"Choice of the Pirate" is a fast-paced swashbuckler of an interactive novel by Alana Joli Abbott, author of "Choice of Kung Fu"
and "Showdown at Willow Creek." Your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—165,000 words, without graphics or

sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Rise from a deck-swabbing sailor to fleet commander over five years of piracy in the tropical paradise of the Lucayan Sea.
Command the winds with magic, or board enemy ships with your cutlass in your teeth.

Will you play as male, female, or nonbinary? Find romance as gay, straight, bi, or poly, or pursue friendships and alliances
instead? Will you join the Crown as a privateer and bring pirates to heel? Will you parley with the Pirate King to protect the

Lucayan from the navy's rule? Or will you duel the Pirate King and claim his power for yourself?

Buckle Yer Swash and Set Sail For Adventure!

 Develop your skills as a swashbuckler, sailor, diplomat, scoundrel, or weather-mage.

 Explore a chain of tropical islands where buried treasure and secret pirate camps are hidden.

 Face pirate curses, haunted ships, terrifying monsters, and the wrath of the sea herself.
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 Spy for the Crown or become a double agent to support the Pirate King.

 Become a celebrated hero or a ruthless villain.

 Play as male, female, or nonbinary; gay, straight, bi, poly, or asexual.
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5/10 - Not recommend, better try The Room series.
Stuck few times cause of pixel hunt mechanics. Also hitboxes can be better.
Got FPS drops even with 8700k/1080/16Gb.. Lovely soundtrack. Bought this so I could stop starting the game up every time I
wanted to hear the load game theme.... A beautiful game yet taking next to no disc space (some now take too much...)
Being so well written to the point it adds humor while being realistic to how much would be used in the real world.
Also having a story that makes it very unclear at the beginning and unravelling it by using two characters point of views is a nice
and unique way of piecing the strings together to find out how your choices impact what you do.

Great work on this master piece Moacube as I only tend to review games that have really given a nice impact on the atmosphere
and the story so thank you for bringing this jem to us and I hope you continue to have success and maybe even bring us a
continuation to this story be it before or after what happens.. Boring - there's no challenge to it at all. It's also not voice acted,
and the dialogue scenes are annoying, since they refresh the screen with every sentence, and characters blink in and out of
existence.. Very very bad. I wasted my money on this and it is super bad. it dosnt have fullscreen and not a lot of sound and
there is annoying background music.
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Requires an account in Uplay
but otherwise one of the best city building games out there.

10\/10
. Absolute joke, game abandoned, devs lied and i feel robbed... shame as was a really good concept.
DO NOT BUY 0/10. This game has froze 4 times now but that is not my major issue. This game forces you to use trash
adventures, keeping a good A team on payroll will bankrupt you unless you get lucky and get the right quests at the right
locations, This game is heavy HEAVY RNG. A bit of bad luck can totaly destroy your game. An example: I just had some bad
luck in a fairly normal encounter and two of my best guys get killed I am running low on gold as I am having no luck getting
quests nearby and so I spend a good chunk of my gold on an expensive marketing Campain to get more DPS. Sadly I get nothing
but support with skills that will not help me, so I suck it up and sell a bunh of stuff in a last chance to get some heros that will be
usefull and and this time I get some usefull heros however when I try to get them under contract for something affordable but
still reasonable all 4 of my picks get angry and dont want to sign! Now I have no money and nothing to show for it! Then the
game freezes again.
 I have made it to gold rank 5 times now but then I fall apart as I cant compeate with the other agencies not even close! Just
keeping a team of level 10s on payroll is about 1000 gold a turn IF you bargen them to take at least 30% less pay, Most quests
pay 2-5k for level 3-4 so if you have to move 3 turns to get to a quest you can possably spend more getting there then the quest
pays out!
I liked the game a lot at first but the reward gold payouts are just too stingy, and RNG is just mercyless makeing the later game
a frustrating experionce.. Addictive gameplay and great music! Didn't realize a game for this little can have so much content and
amusement... also things to unlock! Everytime I thought I was going to quit, I kept deciding to play another round and try to get
a higher score, or unlock another level.

It's a blast!. Haven't tried it in co-op yet, but the single player experience has been enjoyable thus far. Switching between sins on
the fly is fun and means you can approach combat in a variety of different ways; for example, I quite like to pull flying angels
down with Greed's hook, and then swallow them with Gluttony.

Puzzle segments are interspersed with combat segments, which break up the levels nicely and provide something for fans of
both. The difficulty curves pretty nicely too, although some of the bosses seem a lot more difficult than the rest of the game.

Overall, a good offering for fans of action or puzzle platformers.
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